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What To Print

 3D printers are becoming more and more prevalent in simulation centers. There are benefits and cost 
savings to having a 3D printer.  We use our 3D printer to print training props, skill trainers, and repair parts. 

 Things to consider when putting together a request in your budget:
 How will you use it?
 Size of the projects (size matters)
 Types of materials.
 Space available to house the printer

 Adding a 3D Scanner can add value to your printer and increase the projects you can print. 
 Manikin/skills trainer repair parts.
 Manikin/skills trainer consumables



Up Front Costs

 There are a number of suppliers for filament and 3D printer repair parts. Look for a printer that uses a 
variety of filaments. Try not to get locked into a printer that only prints one brand of filament.

 We had $2000 budgeted for a printer. We found a printer for just over $1500, a cart on wheels for $300 
leaving us enough for a few rolls of filament learn about the printer and do some test prints.

 If you are or have someone familiar with 3D printing that can give you pointers, it really help get you 
headed in the right direction. We took it slow and learned a little at a time as we could get time in our 
schedule.  This time away from other work should be considered an expense as well.

 Having a 3D scanner can be great when it comes to printing repair parts for manikins and skills trainers.  
Research up front to ensure you have computer that meets the tech requirements you will need to operate 
the scanner.



Technical Requirements

 Other considerations to take in account are the technical requirements for the printer and the scanner.

 Printer: Newer model printers will be self contained and have their own onboard circuit boards and 
interface panels. The tech requirements will be in the software you are using to make your files 
compatible with your printer. Printers generally come with software that help you do this. Check the 
specs on your computer to make sure that it has at the minimum requirements to run the software 
efficiently.

 Scanner: Scanners will need significant RAM and graphics card memory to both compile the images it 
is taking and to render them into a printable format. Be sure that your computer meets this minimum 
or at the very least or can be easily upgraded. 



Materials

 3D printers are capable of printing a host of materials and more are being developed every day. Most of 
these materials are designed for a specific purpose. The more commonly used materials are:

 PLA (polylactic acid ): Probably the most popular filament. Very easy to print with, high strength with moderate 
durability. Low/no smell while printing and prints at temperatures between 180 and 230 C. PLA is great for projects 
that require thermal bending/molding

 ABS (Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene ): Second on most maker’s list of favorite filaments. ABS is found in many 
consumer goods and household items from bicycle helmets to Lego bricks. ABS is highly durable but can be difficult 
to print with. It prints at temperatures between 210-250 C.

 PET/PETG (Polyethylene terephthalate): PETG absorbs moisture from the air so dry storage is key. It becomes sticky 
during printing which is great for layer adhesion, a challenge for everything else. Still it has high strength and 
durability making it good for repair parts that won’t typically be exposed to moisture.

 TPE/TPU (thermoplastic elastomers/polyurethane): TPU is highly flexible and maintains it’s durability well over 
time. It can be difficult to use as it prints at a higher temperature, 210-230 C. Successful prints require a slow print 
speed. I have used TPU to print cartilage and gaskets as an example. TPU is not food safe.

 Other popular materials include Nylon, Polycarbonate, wood, metal, biodegradables, conductive, glow-in-the-dark, 
magnetic, and color changing.



Materials (cont.)

 The materials list goes on and on and varies in purpose and cost. The 4 primary that I listed will work for 
most any project you have. 

 I use PLA for props, small skills trainers and some repair parts

 ABS and PETG is great for molds. I have used it to make the flip out stand for an old computer monitor

 TPU is great for anything you need to be flexible. 

 Be mindful of anything you make that is going to get wet, some filaments don’t do well with moisture.

 Do your research if your project is going to be load bearing. Safety first!

 Some filaments need ventilation during printing and the printer will produce some heat. 
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Places To Go - Online
 I have found the internet to be a great source of information and “stuff”. Here are a few websites that I have 

used. Please feel free to use these and share others that you have had success with.

 Wide assortment of reasonably priced filament– Amazon – www.amazon.com

 3D printing Cost Estimate - 3D Addict - https://3daddict.com/tool/3D_Print_Cost_Calculator.html

 Great source of ideas and information - https://all3dp.com/

 Filament source - https://shop3duniverse.com/

 Filament source - https://www.3dxtech.com/

 Quickie online design app - https://www.tinkercad.com

 3D print everything under the sun - https://www.thingiverse.com/

 More “stuff” to print - https://cults3d.com/

 Medical 3D printables - https://3dprint.nih.gov/discover

 Nice intro to 3D printing course for under $25. Easy to digest and some good info -

https://education.honeypoint3d.com/p/intro-to-3d-

printing/?coupon_code=3DUNIVERSE&?affcode=438_jc1qagjz

 Printer not printing a project, consider using printer downtime to print a prosthetic -

http://enablingthefuture.org/
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Questions?

Experiment… ask questions… make adjustments and try again. 

Your successes enhance the learner’s experience. 

Share your successes, sharing enhances the healthcare simulation community.



Thank You!


